
Genuine Accessories







Unique style and comfort 
for your everyday 
driving experience.

The accessories designed for the Maserati Ghibli allow you to fully enjoy 

your vehicle in every situation and over time. Each individual component 

has been conceived with the aim of increasing safety, comfort and driving 

pleasure, boosting the performing soul of the Ghibli.
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The sporty and elegant lines of the Ghibli are not afraid of time. To preserve 

the charm of this gem unaltered over the years, you just need to follow a 

few simple rules.

Timeless beauty.

Care and Protection
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OUTDOOR CAR COVER 
The Outdoor Car Cover provides real protection to 
the Ghibli from dust, scratches and the effects of the 
weather. The use of high-performance fabric makes the 
cover waterproof, breathable and stretchable: this 
eliminates the wind effects, to provide a perfect fit 
under any conditions. The light-grey cover is branded 
with Maserati blue printed details: the characteristic 
radiator grille with the Trident in the centre, the “Ghibli” 
logo on the windscreen, the “Maserati” name written 
on the boot, and the three air vents on the sides.

INDOOR CAR COVER 
The Indoor Car Cover, specially designed for the Ghibli, 
highlights the elegant shapes of the car body, perfectly 
enveloping it. Tailor-made using a high-quality anti-
laddering fabric in Maserati blue colour, the cover is 
enriched with light-grey piping and special details 
picking-up on the car look, such as the front radiator 
grille and the three side air vents. The “Ghibli” and 
“Maserati” logos add to the windscreen and boot area 
finishes.
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PROTECTIVE FILM FOR LOADING EDGE
Designed to provide the best protection levels, the 
Protective Film for Loading Edge adds to the range 
of protective films available in the Accessories range, 
developed to preserve the rich and elegant bodywork 
of the vehicle in the best possible way. The protective 
film can be applied on the rear bumper to accurately 
protect the area that is most subject to scratches or 
damages caused when loading or unloading luggage 
pieces or objects from the luggage compartment. The 
shaped film is transparent, so that the colour of the 
bodywork is not altered, and does not get yellow over 
time. After removal, it does not leave any residues on 
the application surface.

SIDE PROTECTIVE FILM KIT 
The Side Protective Film Kit comprises shaped films that 
perfectly protect the sides of the car body in those areas 
where impacts from gravel and other external agents 
are most likely to occur. The shaped films are made of 
transparent urethane: they do not alter the colour of 
the bodywork and do not get yellow over time. They 
are simple and quick to apply using a water-based 
solution, and do not leave any adhesive residue on the 
application surfaces after removal.
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CAR CARE KIT
The high-quality materials that make up the Ghibli, 
from the interiors to the smart exterior details, require 
specific products to protect them in the best possible 
way. The Car Care Kit created for the Maserati sedan 
comes in a smart and practical transparent case with 
leather details. All the products are tested and approved 
by Maserati’s laboratories and are part of the “Kyoto 
Friendly” line, making them a perfect balance between 
quality and respect for the environment.

The kit consists of the following products: 
• Car Shampoo 
• Insect Remover 
• Tyre Black 
• Wheel Rim Treatment 
• Window Cleaner 
• Plastic Cleaner 
• Leather Cleaner and Reviver 
• Delicate Fabric Detergent

BATTERY CHARGER & CONDITIONER
A compact and simple-to-use device, the Ghibli Battery 
Charger and Conditioner keeps the charge level of your 
car battery in optimal condition between 95 and 100% 
and, when required, charges it. The device does not need 
to be programmed: just connect the car battery to a 
standard power socket, and you may leave it connected 
for several months without any risk of damage to the 
vehicle.
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BRANDED FLOOR MATS
The Branded Floor Mats, tailor-made for the Ghibli, 
make the most of the car interiors. Available in a variety 
of colours to complement the leather upholstery, 
the mats are trimmed with an eco-leather edging 
in matching tone. The driver’s floor mat is further 
enriched with a side insert where the car logo is finely 
embroidered. Special anchorage points keep the mats 
in place and make them easy to fit. The kit includes two 
front and two rear floor mats.

ALL SEASONS FLOOR MATS 
The All Seasons Floor Mats are made of black rubber and 
perfectly follow the shape of the car floor, providing the 
greatest protection against water, snow, mud or sand. 
The water-repellent surface allows the driver to safely 
and efficiently control the pedal board. The kit consists 
of two front and two rear floor mats, all equipped with 
a clip to properly fasten them to the vehicle mat and 
provide the greatest stability. 

Colours available:

Nero SabbiaMarrone
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SOLID PAINTS

MICA PAINTS

PEARLESCENT PAINTS

METALLESCENT PAINTS

Nero

Nero Ribelle

Bianco Alpi

Bronzo Siena

Bianco

METALLIC PAINTS

Grigio

Grigio Metallo

Blu Emozione

Rosso Energia

Champagne

Blu Passione Grigio Maratea

Rosso Folgore

TOUCH-UP PAINT STYLUS KIT* 
The Maserati Touch-up Paint Stylus is the ideal solution 
to touch up small scrapes, stone chips and scratches on 
the bodywork, and will help you maintain the exterior 
paintwork of the vehicle in perfect conditions. Each 
Touch-up Paint Stylus combines two products in one: the 
colour, to apply directly on the damaged part using the 
special brush, and the clear coat, to apply immediately 
after brushing the colour, that will preserve the brilliance 
of the paint (due to the characteristics of the different 
colours, in some cases the clear coat may not be included 
as it may not be required). To help ensure a perfect 
colour match, the Maserati Touch-up Paint Styluses 
are manufactured using the same equipment and 
formulations as for the paints of each new Maserati 
vehicle.

*The validity may vary from country to country.
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The full range of accessories will make each travel on-board the Ghibli 

exclusive and unique. Items capable of perfectly suiting the vehicle to 

different lifestyles and needs. 

Transport and Loading Solutions

To show your own and exclusive style.
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LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT MAT
A stylish and practical accessory to fully exploit the 
luggage compartment. The Luggage Compartment Mat 
comes in a waterproof, washable and highly resistant 
material. It perfectly follows the shape of the luggage 
compartment so as to exploit all of its space, and has 
finely trim finishes. 

LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT FOLDABLE BOX
Characterised by a stylish Maserati design, this practical 
Foldable Box is the ideal solution for keeping small and 
medium-sized objects tidy, and to avoid losing anything 
inside the luggage compartment. The box can be easily 
secured using the Velcro strip on its base and rear, while 
when it has been folded it can also be used outside the 
car as a stylish and convenient briefcase with a front 
pocket to carry documents, a tablet, etc.
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REVERSIBLE LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT MAT
One side in rubber and the other one in black carpet 
make the Luggage Compartment Mat versatile and 
suitable in any situation. It can be used on both sides, 
that you can choose depending on the different needs 
and occasions. Equipped with a comfortable handle on 
both sides, it can be easily raised and positioned in the 
luggage compartment. This mat is branded on both 
sides with a metal plate, hand-enamelled in black colour, 
bearing the Maserati logo. 

LUGGAGE NET
The stability of the items loaded in the luggage compartment 
while travelling is fundamental for safe and relaxed 
driving. The Luggage Compartment Net is a simple and 
very effective accessory which, thanks to its double layer, 
enables even the smallest objects to be secured. 
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SKI AND SNOWBOARD BAG
The Ski/Snowboard Bag allows the load capacity of the 
Ghibli to be fully exploited, since three pairs of skis, or
a pair of skis and a snowboard may be easily and safely 
carried. The bag, which can be extended by 30 cm based 
on the user needs, is loaded through the luggage 
compartment and rests on the back of the rear seats, 
folded down for the purpose. The rear of the bag must 
be secured with the hook found in the luggage 
compartment, while its front part must be secured on 
the back of the rear seat by means of a sturdy strap. 
Made from black resistant nylon, the bag is finished 
with the Maserati logo printed in matching tones and 
the “Maserati” name written in contrasting grey. 
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Certain details can further highlight the sporty features and the fine design 

of the Ghibli, always in tune with your personal style. 

Sport

Details with a sporty soul.
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GEARSHIFT PADDLES*
Ideal to fully exploit the automatic gearbox in sequential 
mode, the Active Shift Paddles provide optimal gearshift 
control on any and all routes. Made of frosted aluminium, 
they are linked to the steering column and can be used 
to further enhance sports-style driving on-board the 
Ghibli. 

*Check whether the vehicle can be fitted with this component.

SPORT PEDALS* 
Made of brushed steel, the Sports Pedal Board for 
the Ghibli has been developed for those customers 
who wish to characterise their vehicle interiors with a 
dynamic look. The pedals and the footrests in brushed 
steel with special rubber inserts provide the driver with 
excellent grip, whereas the oval Maserati logo strongly 
customises their surfaces. 

*Check whether the vehicle can be fitted with this component.te.
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Maserati Ghibli accompanies you on a discovery of new horizons: specially 

designed accessories will allow you to enjoy your communication and 

entertainment devices in total relax, and to increase the comfort of any 

little ones travelling with you.

Comfort and Communication

Helping your Relax.
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CHILD SEATS 
To ensure the safety of child passengers, Maserati and 
Peg Perego have developed three exclusive Child Seats. 
Each child seat has undergone all the required safety 
tests and is type-approved according to the European 
ECE R44/04 standard. Group 0+ and Group 1 can be 
easily attached to the same ISOFIX base (available 
separately). Group 2/3 is quick and simple to fasten to 

Group 0+ Child Seat 
(from 0 to 13 kg)

Group 1 Child Seat 
(from 9 to 18 kg)

Group 2 and Group 3 Child Seat 
(from 15 to 36 kg)

Isofix Base

the car seat using the car seat belt. The child seats are 
upholstered in a mix of dark-grey fabric and black eco-
leather with light-grey stitching designed specifically for 
the Maserati child seats. The child seats are personalised 
with the Trident logo on the headrest and the name 
“Maserati” written on the seat belt fitting.

Applicable countries for child seats: Albania, Algeria, Saudi Arabia, Argentina, Austria, Belarus, Belgium Bolivia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, 
Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Estonia, Finland, France, French Guiana, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Guadalupe, Honduras, Hong 
Kong, Hungary, India, Iran, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Kazakhstan, Kosovo, Latvia, Lithuania, Lebanon, Libya, Luxembourg, Macedonia, Malaysia, Malta, Mexico, Montenegro, the 
Netherlands, Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Polynesia, Portugal, Qatar, Reunion, Romania, Russia, San Marino, Serbia, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, South 
Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria, Turkey, UAE, Ukraine, Uruguay, Uzbekistan, Venezuela.

Applicable countries for pushchair: the same as specified for the child seats with the addition of Brazil and the exclusion of Estonia.

PUSHCHAIR 
The Maserati-Peg Pérego pushchair, complete and 
compact, is compatible with Group 0+ Child Seats: 
thanks to two latches underneath the child seat, 
Group 0+ seats can be easily attached directly to the 
pushchair. 
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EURONCAP CHILD SEAT 
Tested and approved according to EuroNCAP standards, 
another Child Seat completes the product range and 
provides optimal safety for the smallest ones travelling 
on-board the vehicle. The tone on tone stitching on 
the headrest area and the lines that evoke the front 
radiator grille of the Ghibli make this child seat unique. 

Applicable countries for child seats: Albania, Algeria, Saudi Arabia, Argentina, Austria, Belarus, Belgium Bolivia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, 
Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Estonia, Finland, France, French Guiana, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Guadalupe, Honduras, Hong 
Kong, Hungary, India, Iran, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Kazakhstan, Kosovo, Latvia, Lithuania, Lebanon, Libya, Luxembourg, Macedonia, Malaysia, Malta, Mexico, Montenegro, the 
Netherlands, Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Polynesia, Portugal, Qatar, Reunion, Romania, Russia, San Marino, Serbia, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, South 
Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria, Turkey, UAE, Ukraine, Uruguay, Uzbekistan, Venezuela.

Applicable countries for pushchair: the same as specified for the child seats with the addition of Brazil and the exclusion of Estonia.
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NAVIGATION MAPS UPDATES*
To drive efficiently, dynamically and with the best 
performance, the Map Updates will provide the best 
solution to enjoy a relaxing and comfortable navigation 
experience. 

* The update procedure must be performed at the Authorised Maserati Dealers 
   Network.

HOT SPOT WI-FI CONNECTION MODULE*
The Hot Spot Wi-Fi system provides wireless access to 
the Internet of up to three different devices at any time, 
also while travelling. The Ghibli may be equipped with 
a WLAN router to allow passengers to enjoy Internet 
services in the car. The following protocols are supported: 
HSDPA, UMTS, EDGE and GSM.

*Check whether the vehicle can be fitted with this component.

UMBRELLA
Specially designed and developed to be stored in the 
main compartments in the vehicle, the genuine Maserati 
umbrella is an accessory that will always be within 
hands’ reach. Lightweight and sturdy, it is embellished 
with the Maserati logo. 
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FRONT AND REAR PARKING SENSORS*
Six front Parking Sensors and four Rear Parking Sensors 
assure the greatest safety during manoeuvres. The system 
emits an acoustic signal to indicate the distance between 
the vehicle and any obstacle, and graphically reproduces 
the car and any obstacles on the multifunction display 
of the instrument panel.

REAR-VIEW PARKING CAMERA*
The Rear-view Parking Camera, fitted next to the luggage
compartment opening button, above the number plate, 
provides optimal view on the internal display, under any 
light conditions. 

*Check whether the vehicle can be fitted with this component.
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REAR WINDOW ELECTRIC SUNSHADE*
The Rear Window Electric Sunshade Kit filters the sunlight 
that enters through the rear of the vehicle, reducing heat 
within the passenger compartment and making every 
journey more comfortable. The Rear Window Sunshade 
can be operated by the driver using the car display or 
by the rear passengers using the small switch panel that 
also controls the rear seat heaters.

PRIVACY REAR WINDOW KIT*
The Privacy Rear Window Kit emphasises the sporty 
character of the Ghibli and at the same time protects 
the passenger compartment from the sun rays, also 
offering increased privacy. 

*Check whether the vehicle can be fitted with this component.
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The Ghibli can be customised with a variety of Accessories based on the 

individual needs, without altering the high safety standards of the vehicle. 

Safety

Safety without compromise.
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EMERGENCY KIT
The Emergency Kit can be a useful aid in case of need. 
It comes in a smart case that fits perfectly into the recess 
on the left-hand side of the luggage compartment.

The kit consists of the following items*: 
• Safety Triangle 
• Reflective Vest 
• Lightsticks 
• Wind-Up Torch 
• First-Aid Kit 
• Gloves 
• Ice Scraper 

*The items in the kit may vary from country to country.

JUMPER CABLES  
In case of need, the Jumper Cables can be easily and 
safely connected to the battery. They come in a practical 
case enriched with the Maserati logo and tailor-made 
to be easily stored in the luggage compartment of the 
vehicle.
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SNOW CHAINS
Capable of providing the greatest traction on snow-
covered and icy roads, the Snow Chains specially designed 
for the Ghibli are “spider” type chains that can be easily 
installed without any risk of damage to the wheel rims. 
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Tyres play an essential role for attaining the high driving standards of 

Maserati, always focused on safety, performance and comfort. Special 

accessories have been designed and dedicated to wheels and tyres, to 

increase their functionality and at the same time emphasise the unmistakable 

style of the House of the Trident.

Tyres and Wheels 

To always leave your mark.
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Dimensions:
Front tyre:
Rear tyre:
Finish:

19”
245/45 R19
275/40 R19
Machine Polished

POSEIDONE

Dimensions:
Front tyre:
Rear tyre:
Finish:

18”
235/50 R18
275/45 R18
Machine Polished

Vulcano

Dimensions:
Front tyre:
Rear tyre:
Finish:

21’’
245/35 R21
285/30 R21
Matt

titano (ForgED)

Dimensions:
Front tyre:
Rear tyre:
Finish:

20”
245/40 R20
285/35 R20
Machine Polished

URANO

GTS ANTRACITE (FoRGED)

Dimensions:
Front tyre:
Rear tyre:
Finish:

20”
245/40 R20
285/35 R20
Machine Polished

APOLLO

Dimensions:
Front tyre:
Rear tyre:

19”
245/45 R19
275/40 R19MASERATI GENUINE TYRES (MGT) 

The summer and winter Tyres specially designed for the 
Ghibli have been developed with the aim of providing 
optimal control and precision while driving, also when 
the Ghibli has to express its highest performance levels. 
The Ghibli tyres are identified by the “MGT” (Maserati 
Genuine Tyres) marking, which stands for best comfort, 
safety and long-life on dry as well as wet road surfaces.

COMPLETE WHEELS AND TYRES
Aesthetically appealing, the Maserati Wheel Rims bring 
out the best in the blend of technology and design. They 
are available in different sizes and designs, to enhance 
the sporty and/or stylish character of your vehicle. The 
Complete Summer and Winter Tyres comprise Genuine 
Maserati Wheel Rims and MGT branded Tyres. All the 
wheels and rims come already balanced, ready to be 
fitted to the vehicle and equipped with the special 
wheel hubcaps and TPMS sensors.

Dimensions:
Front tyre:
Rear tyre:

18”
235/50 R18
235/50 R18

alfieri

Dimensions:
Front tyre:
Rear tyre:

20”
245/40 R20
285/35 R20

URANO

PROTEO

Dimensions:
Front tyre:
Rear tyre:
Finish:

19”
245/45 R19
275/40 R19
Machine Polished
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BRAKE CALIPERS 
The Maserati Brake Calipers strongly characterise the car
look. Clearly visible through the wheel rims, they are 
available in a number of different colours.

Matt Black

Black BlueRed Silver Polished
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SECURITY STUD BOLT KIT
The special Security Stud Bolts, specially conceived for 
the Ghibli, protect the vehicle against the risk of wheel 
theft, as the wheel rims may be fitted and removed only 
using the special wrench provided in the kit. The bolt 
head has been specifically designed to offer the greatest 
safety, at the same time preserving the aesthetic features 
of the genuine stud bolts. 

BRANDED VALVE COVERS
A combination of strength and elegance, the splendid 
Ghibli wheel rims mix tradition and fashion with the 
Trident logo on the spokes. A unique design, where 
even the finest details are brought out thanks to the
lightweight, rustproof valve covers which are resistant 
to all weather conditions, with the Trident logo embossed 
on the cap.
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Part Numbers
CARE AND PROTECTION

940000345 Indoor Car Cover
940000346 Outdoor Car Cover
940000549 Protective Film for Loading Edge
940000455 RH Side Protective Film Kit
940000456 LH Side Protective Film Kit
940000274 Battery Charger & Conditioner – Europe version
940000275 Battery charger & Conditioner – US version
940000276 Battery Charger & Conditioner – Japan version
940000290 Battery Charger & Conditioner – UK Version
940000279 Car Care Kit
940000104 Wheel Rim Treatment
940000105 Car Shampoo
940000106 Leather Cleaner and Reviver
940000107 Tyre Black
940000108 Window Cleaner
940000109 Insect Remover
940000110 Plastic Cleaner
940000280 Delicate Fabric Detergent
940000606 Branded Mats - RHD - Black (up to Assembly No. 5043413)

940000639 Branded Mats - RHD - Black (starting from Assembly No. 5043413)

940000607 Branded Mats - RHD - Brown (up to Assembly No. 5043413)

940000640 Branded Mats - RHD - Brown (starting from Assembly No. 5043413)
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940000515 Touch-up paint stylus - Grey
940000516 Touch-up paint stylus - Blu Emozione
940000517 Touch-up paint stylus - Bianco Alpi
940000518 Touch-up paint stylus - Rosso Energia
940000519 Touch-up paint stylus - Champagne
940000520 Touch-up paint stylus - Blu Passione
940000521 Touch-up paint stylus - Grigio Maratea

TRANSPORT AND LOADING SOLUTIONS 
940000722 Luggage Compartment Foldable Box
940000367 Luggage Compartment Mat
940000492 Reversible Luggage Compartment Mat
940000407 Luggage Net
940000429 Ski and Snowboard Bag

SPORT
940000474 Sport Pedals Cover, LHD
940000475 Sport Pedals Cover, RHD

COMFORT AND COMMUNICATION
940000420 Group 0+ Child Seat
940000303 Group 1 Child Seat
940000304 Group 2/3 Child Seat
940000421 ISOFIX base for Child Seat
940000422 Group 1 EuroNCAP Child Seat
940000423 ISOFIX base EuroNCAP Rwf
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940000608 Branded Mats - RHD - Sabbia (up to Assembly No. 5043413)

940000641 Branded Mats - RHD - Sabbia (starting from Assembly No. 5043413)

940000609 Branded Mats - LHD - Black (up to Assembly No. 5043413)

940000642 Branded Mats - LHD - Black (starting from Assembly No. 5043413)

940000610 Branded Mats - LHD - Brown (up to Assembly No. 5043413)

940000643 Branded Mats - LHD - Brown (starting from Assembly No. 5043413)

940000611 Branded Mats - LHD - Sabbia (up to Assembly No. 5043413)

940000644 Branded Mats - LHD - Sabbia (starting from Assembly No. 5043413)

940000612 Branded Mats - LHD AWD - Black (up to Assembly No. 5043413)

940000645 Branded Mats - LHD AWD - Black (starting from Assembly No. 5043413)

940000613 Branded Mats - LHD AWD - Brown (up to Assembly No. 5043413)

940000646 Branded Mats - LHD AWD - Brown (starting from Assembly No. 5043413)

940000614 Branded Mats - LHD AWD - Sabbia (up to Assembly No. 5043413)

940000647 Branded Mats - LHD AWD - Sabbia (starting from Assembly No. 5043413)

940000585 All Seasons Floor Mats - RHD (up to Assembly No. 5043413)

940000594 All Seasons Floor Mats - RHD (starting from Assembly No. 5043413)

940000586 All Seasons Floor Mats - LHD (up to Assembly No. 5043413)

940000595 All Seasons Floor Mats - LHD (starting from Assembly No. 5043413)

940000587 All Seasons Floor Mats - LHD AWD (up to Assembly No. 5043413)

940000596 All Seasons Floor Mats - LHD AWD (starting from Assembly No. 5043413) 
940000509 Touch-up paint stylus - Black
940000510 Touch-up paint stylus - White
940000511 Touch-up paint stylus - Grigio Metallo
940000512 Touch-up paint stylus - Bronzo Siena
940000513 Touch-up paint stylus - Nero Ribelle
940000514 Touch-up paint stylus - Rosso Folgore



940000580 Rear Window Electric Sunshade - Black - Not 4Jf** (Australia / USA / Canada excluded)

940000581 Rear Window Electric Sunshade - Testa Di Moro - Ok 4Jf** (Australia / USA / Canada excluded)

940000582 Rear Window Electric Sunshade - Black - Ok 4Jf** (Australia / USA / Canada excluded)

940000559 Privacy Rear Window Kit
*“Customised” component, based on the vehicle colour
**Opt 4Jf: High Premium Audio System

SAFETY 
940000369 Complete Emergency Kit
940000371 Emergency kit - Switzerland, Austria, France
940000372 Emergency Kit – Spain & Portugal 
940000373 Emergency Kit – No Ice Scraper
940000374 Emergency Kit – Middle East & India
940000375 Emergency Kit – Eastern Europe
940000409 Emergency Kit – Japan
940000729 Emergency Kit – USA / Canada
940000743 Emergency Kit - Korea
670007004 Safety triangle
940000301 First-aid kit
940000300 Jumper Cables
940000452 Snow Chains

WHEEL RIMS AND TYRES
940000035 Branded Valve Covers
940000358 Security Stud Bolt Kit
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940000424 Headrest for EuroNCAP Child Seat
940000425 ISOFIX base EuroNCAP Fwf
940000306 Pushchair
940000438 Umbrella
670006543 Hot Spot Wi-Fi Connection Module with SIM card (only for USA / Canada)

670006544 Hot Spot Wi-Fi Connection Module (not for USA / Canada)

940000478 Navigation Maps Update - North America
940000479 Navigation Maps Update - South America
940000480 Navigation Maps Update - Australia / New Zealand
940000481 Navigation Maps Update - Middle East / North Africa
940000482 Navigation Maps Update - South Africa
940000483 Navigation Maps Update - Southeast Asia
940000484 Navigation Maps Update – Europe
940000485 Navigation Maps Update – Russia
940000486 Navigation Maps Update – India
940000495 Navigation Maps Update – Taiwan
940000540 Front and rear parking sensors (with headlight washer)

940000541 Front and rear parking sensors
6700172 Rear-view Parking Camera*
940000575 Rear Window Electric Sunshade - Testa Di Moro - Not 4Jf** (Only for Australia / USA / Canada)

940000576 Rear Window Electric Sunshade - Black - Not 4Jf** (Only for Australia / USA / Canada)

940000577 Rear Window Electric Sunshade - Testa Di Moro - Ok 4Jf** (Only for Australia / USA / Canada)

940000578 Rear Window Electric Sunshade - Black - Ok 4Jf** (Only for Australia / USA / Canada)

940000579 Rear Window Electric Sunshade - Testa Di Moro - Not 4Jf** (Australia / USA / Canada excluded)



www.maseratistore.com

Genuine Maserati Accessories can be purchased through 
the Official Maserati Network (dealers and service centres) 
and through the online store www.maseratistore.com. 
Only a selected number of items from the range are 
available online.

The illustrations and texts contained in this 
brochure are based on the information available 
at the time of production. Some models, 
equipment and accessories may not be available 
or may only become available after the car’s 
launch on the market. Maserati reserves the 
right to modify colours, designs and technical 
features at any time and without pre-notice. 
Official Maserati Dealers will be glad to provide 
further details and updates in this regard.

Stay in touch with Maserati by visiting www.maserati.com
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